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Sports players Major & timesReebok Insta Pump Fury joint shoes 2014-07-07 10:38:54 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [Source:
slamxhype] Print Close 
Chinese shoes network July 7 news, look at the current Insta 20 anniversary of the Pump Fury joint planning, each unit effort, on the
theme, appearance and materials innovation abound. Now back to the turn of the Washington fashion shop Major x Reebok Insta
Pump Fury shoes. Inspiration turned out to be an emergency oxygen mask on the airplane from! Theme has enough novelty, orange
and cream inflatable upper portion composed of dynamic design, even in the side of the shoe is really a string of mask use guide
words, in order to enhance the "aircraft" feeling, spend Part luminous stitches to simulate the runway lights. (Media Partner: Men's
shoe image Orem Fort) 
Related news
Players adidas Originals by Originals campaign launched Kuraishi a tree KzK and Jeremy Scott series Kids Shoes
2010-07-30 11:01:05 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [source: different potential flow] Print Close 
Chinese shoes network July 30 hearing, the influx of people have now hardcore "Pentium III" Surely many have married with the next
generation, the influx of people to start with children, each wave of cards Nature can not suffer a baby. Recently launched adidas
Originals by Originals Kazuki Kuraishi KzK and Jeremy Scott series of children's wear new products, has announced new products
including a tree obyo kzk Kuraishi joint Shinsuke Takizawa Luker By Neighborhood hardcore Diablo series, and Jeremy Scott JS
Wings of White Angel series. If the influx of people you have the baby at home, but do not own land Boomers baby, hurry to find
overseas channels to start it. 
Related news
Social Status x MAX100 x Nike Air Max 1 exposure before the second wave of shoes for everyone 2013-12-08 22:30:38 reported by
the renowned artists and illustrators of books founded by Matt Stevens teamed MAX100 North Carolina Social Status of the well-
known fashion shops cooperate with Air Max 1 as the blueprint to build a tripartite joint series Social Status x MAX100 x Nike Air
Max 1, it was exposed 10 models unique Nike Air Max 1 in five pairs of shoes, many shoes fans are curious about the true colors of
the other five pairs of shoes today, Nike has finally unveiled the mystery of the remaining five pairs of shoes.
It is reported that this column also includes illustrations, launched a total of 10 pairs of Air Max 1, each pair of shoes now only limited
a pair, will be sold in the form of auction, sale proceeds will be donated to charity, each pair of shoes also You will have a separate
coding and MAX100 comes a book, and as wooden packaging.
Jordan Brand are planning for this year's Christmas in the air jordan XX8 SE "Christmas & quotChristmas this time do not note for
the first time to bring the whole picture open this double Air Jordan XX8 SE." Christmas & quothas a memorable beautiful design
figure in black who has a Dynamic Fit shoes decorated like a circular diagram aircraft on radar, the use of blue, orange, green and
other colors outlining its geometric pattern, while the tongue trapeze signs, tongue mesh material, the toe end and so on the office
using 3M reflective finishes, in addition to Flight Plate on the bottom with the original carbon fiber details, but also the insertion of the
ink decorated with increased texture, while accompanied by transparent ice end of the design, it is designed to have a high degree
of completion . This double Air Jordan XX8 SE "Christmas & quotChristmas do not note will be officially coming out in December 24,
ladies shoes fans stay tuned 
.
adidas Originals specifically for street skateboarders to build the adidas Skateboarding Busenitz shoes, skateboarding is one of
many fans have been necessary sports equipment. Prior to this we have to bring about these shoes had been reported recently, and
a pair of the latest color came before us, adidas Originals iconic blue and white to create the body of the shoe with three stripes
process, giving very refreshing feeling, than over the one difference is that the new work on the material chosen a more soft suede
material, despite the care will be more complicated, but great comfort and breathability or make slide phase fans, but shoes are still
the biggest feature is that the tongue can be retained according to personal preferences when motion is converted into three different
folding, such a pair of professional skateboarding shoes will be a lot of people believe that favorite style , like friends can pay
attention to it! 
Source: sneakernews
In the 1982 NCAA finals, wearing a white / North Carolina Blue Pro Leather young people at the last moment the ball into the key two
points, defeated the Georgetown University, won the final of the championship, so this pair Pro Leather won the "Buzzer Beater" the
nickname, the young man and later became a big man, his name is: ? Michael Jordan. In order to commemorate his time in North
Carolina, Jordan teamed converse will be launched in April 2 23 pairs of limited edition Jordan x Converse Pro Leather as a charity
auction. Platinum color, North Carolina blue silhouette and 23 flags. In the left and right foot shoe insole location printed on the
University of North Carolina, respectively, as well as a printed abbreviations basketball pattern 23 and Jumpman Logo, very
memorable. This pair of shoes Jordan witnessed early success, really worth the faithful go shoe collection. Like a friend you had
better come quickly start it! 
Source: solecollector
11 o'clock yesterday morning, Mr. Chen in Nanchang Travel complaint phone call, on the 15th, he spent more than 600 yuan in the
mountain No. 260 Nike sporting goods store to buy a pair of Nike sneakers, then After he tried good shoes, from the warehouse clerk
took him a new pair, but he did not open the package check. On the 19th, when he was ready to wear out, they found a pair of shoes
left yellow, looks very old, while the other is white. He took the shoes to the store failed to claim compensation.
deputy Survey: 3 o'clock yesterday afternoon, the reporter to follow Mr. Chen came to the Nike store, the store staff said Chen bought
the shoes are discounted, in general discount store goods are not returned. Such a quality problem may be related to factory
production.
Deputy Results: Reporter coordination, Nike store staff Chen finally agreed to change a same sneakers.
Overcritical woman running shoes NIKE April WMNS AIR HUARACHE RUN
2006-03-28 11:45:21 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [source: Chinese shoes network] Print Close 



Model - Color: 313357-181 
English name: WMNS AIR HUARACHE RUN 
key technologies: Upper: Deconstruction upper relieve pressure on the foot, the foot can breathe, footwear device FIT ankle support
system provides ease of comfort, style and strategy forefoot runners can retain long welding comfort. In the end: a very light PHYLITE
wrapped the whole palm cushion, create smooth, soft, cushioning is good. 
outsole: BRS1000 material, provide abrasion resistance. Hard rubber provides comprehensive durability. 
Features: a neutral cushioning sneakers for those seeking the ultimate in comfort overall athlete 
white / coral / metallic silver / red-brown 
Suggested Retail Price: 740.00 
Size range: 5-9 
Listing Date: 2006/04/01 
Related news
Sports players Nike SB Trainerendor new black color 2015-03-20 10:42:10 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [Source: kidulty] Print
Close 
Chinese shoes Network March 20 hearing, the new Nike SB Trainerendor use black color, mesh, leather upper materials with
constitution, breathable foot feeling comfortable. Details section includes a ride with the middle of the foot, cushioning material
excellent Phylon midsole, and can enhance the friction and flexibility of the shoe outsole, for skateboarders is a performance and
wear of both shoes. Currently Nike SB Trainerendor & quotBlack-on-Black & quotsection only in the shop, individual PacSun stores
within the United States for sale. (Media Partner: Lina Bao shoes true Australian Kangaroo leather) 
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